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01R&S®CMW270 
WiMAX  
Communication Tester
The all-in-one solution 
for IEEE 802.16e 
WiMAX mobile station 
testing
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The R&S®CMW270 is an all-in-one solution for 
testing WiMAX equipment fast and accurately in 
 accordance with the IEEE 802.16e standard.

With the R&S®CMW270, “all-in-one“ truly means 
“all-in-one“: You can configure it to meet your 
specific requirements in production, quality assur-
ance, and service − and you can do so with just one 
 instrument.

R&S®CMW 270  
WiMAX 
 Communication 
 Tester
At a glance

The R&S®CMW270 allows you to select only the options 
you require − from the non-signaling mode for high-speed 
RF alignment in production up to the signaling mode with 
a base station emulator for testing mobile devices in simu-
lated network conditions.
Moreover, you can keep your test costs to a minimum 
 owing to the scalability, test speed, measurement repeat-
ability, and accuracy of the R&S®CMW270.

Continuous frequency range for all WiMAX band classes  J

up to 6 GHz
Realtime signaling to verify network entry and functional  J

performance, plus a message logger
Vector signal analyzer (VSA) for transmitter measure- J

ments and verification 
Vector signal generator (VSG) for receiver measurements  J

with arbitrary waveform functionality
R&S®Smart Alignment and R&S®Multi-Evaluation concept  J

to reduce test times significantly 
Easy connection to WiMAX devices using the RF inter- J

face with integrated switching to eliminate external 
 hardware
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R&S®CMW 270  
WiMAX 
 Communication 
 Tester
Benefits and key 
features

Maximum test reliability: mobile station test in full 
signaling mode
Verification and logging of not just RF parameters, but also 
protocol functions in the MAC layer
Test signal quality that far exceeds that of golden device 
 solutions

 page 4

Reduced test costs: RF alignment up to ten times 
faster
Simultaneous transmitter and receiver measurements for 
maximum parallel testing plus the R&S®Smart Alignment 
concept drastically reduce test time

 page 6

High yield in production and simplified test setup
Minimum uncertainty and maximum repeatability
Wide RF input and output dynamic range as well as RF 
frontend with integrated switching eliminate external 
 devices in test setup

 page 8

Ready for future WiMAX requirements
Suitable for a second measurement channel for MIMO
Continuous RF frequency range from 70 MHz to 6 GHz  
and 40/70 MHz IF bandwidth

 page 9

Versatile features of the R&S®CMW270 base unit
RF generator and RF power meter for general-purpose 
CW test applications
Remote control via LAN, USB 2.0, or IEC/IEEE bus

 page 10

From pre-sale to service. At your doorstep.
Worldwide network of local Rohde & Schwarz experts in 
over 70 countries

 page 11

Reduced cost of ownership 
Wear-free electronic switches and step attenuators for  J

longer component life
Choice between 12- or 24-month calibration interval  J

depending on accuracy requirements
On-site retrofitting of signaling options without   J

recalibrating the R&S®CMW270
Internal selftest down to module level for minimum  J

downtime of the production line
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Maximum test 
 reliability: mobile 
station test in full 
signaling mode

Realtime signaling allows you to optionally test the full 
functionality of a mobile station like in mobile WiMAX 
 network operation, e.g. synchronization, ranging, and 
 registration. 
The RF parameters of the WiMAX mobile station in the 
physical layer (PHY) and the protocol functions in the MAC 
layer are concurrently verified under realistic conditions. 
You can thus detect complex errors such as crosstalk 
 between the transmit and receive paths.

Test signal quality better than with golden device 
 solutions
The R&S®CMW270 provides a much more reliable alter-
native to golden devices, which require complex calibra-
tion of the radio part in order to maintain signal quality. 
 Requirements for traceability in line with international 
 standards such as ISO 9001 can be easily met.

Configuration of WiMAX signaling parameters at the 
protocol level
The most important parameters that the R&S®CMW270 
can vary are as follows:

MAC address J

Preamble code J

OFDMA frame settings J

Modulation type and coding rate J

Message logger for recording WiMAX traffic 
 parameters
During the network entry process as well as during RF 
verification with signaling, complex data communications 
take place in the physical layer and in the MAC layer of a 
WiMAX mobile station.

The message logger records, monitors, and examines 
communications by means of the following data: 

Time stamp with 1 ms resolution J

Link direction (UL/DL) J

MAC management type   J

(e.g. DL map, UL map, DCD, UCD)
Connection identifier (CID) J

Status (success, continue) J

Number of bytes J

Offset frequency correction J

Power level correction J

WiMAX signaling tests require these options:
R&S®CMW-KS700  WiMAX signaling software
R&S®CMW-B200A  Signaling unit hardware
R&S®CMW-B270A  WiMAX extension module

The message logger is part of the R&S®CMW-KS700 
 option.

Signaling options can be retrofitted on site without having 
to recalibrate the R&S®CMW270.

Signaling mode measurements
Receiver sensitivity (PER)

WiMAX signaling test

– Initial ranging

– Network registration

– Periodic ranging

– Data transfer (MAC)

Channel reporting

– CINR (carrier to interference and noise ratio)

– RSSI (receive signal strength indicator)

Measurement functions 
of the R&S®CMW-KS700 
 option with base station 
emulation in the signaling 
mode
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Typical applications for the R&S®CMW270 as a base 
 station emulator:

Design verification test in R&D J

Regression tests in R&D J

Incoming inspection for network operators J

Final test in production, service centers, and quality  J

 assurance
Signaling unit for WiMAX test systems, e.g. radiated  J

 performance test (RPT)

The message logger pro-
vides a straightforward 
overview of a WiMAX com-
munication in an easy-to-
read format

Operator interface of the 
R&S®CMW-KS700 option 
for WiMAX signaling tests
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Reduced test costs: 
RF alignment up to 
ten times faster

The R&S®CMW270 measures all TX and RX parameters 
essential for producing WiMAX base stations and mobile 
stations cost-effectively while maintaining high quality. RF 
alignment is performed in the non-signaling mode, and the 
DUT is controlled directly via a test mode interface, e.g. for 
setting the RF paths and downloading calibration tables.

Transmitter measurements with 
 R&S®Multi-Evaluation
To reduce test time, the R&S®CMW-KM700 software op-
tion enables the simultaneous analysis of a wide range 
of TX measurements by using the R&S®Multi-Evaluation 
 concept. 

Different evaluations (power, modulation quality, spec-
trum, etc.) are based on an identical set of sampled data. 
This approach not only increases test speed as compared 
with data capturing and evaluation techniques that are ex-
clusively sequential, but also ensures greater test depth. 
Since all measured parameters are correlated, the result is 
a more detailed overview of the transmitter functions.

Receiver measurements
For receive path alignment in the non-signaling mode, the 
R&S®CMW-B110A arbitrary waveform (ARB) generator op-
tion outputs predefined OFDMA test signals. The packet 
error rate (PER) or bit error rate (BER) is evaluated in the 
mobile station itself, and the result is transferred via the 
test mode interface (single-ended test).
The R&S®CMW-KW700 option enables you to play 
WiMAX waveform files generated by means of the 
R&S®WinIQSIM2 signal generation software. These files 
can be transferred to the R&S®CMW270 via LAN or a USB 
memory stick.
WiMAX waveform files generated by the user, e.g. with 
the MATLAB® calculation program, can also be loaded 
to the ARB generator of the R&S®CMW270. This enables 
comparable testing in simulation, development, and pro-
duction.
 
R&S®Smart Alignment concept drastically reduces 
test time
The list mode with general-purpose RF generator and RF 
power meter reduces test time to a minimum when multi-
ple power level steps and frequency segments of the DUT 
have to be aligned.

Preconfigured identical frequency/level hopping 
 sequences in the DUT and the R&S®CMW270 minimize 
the volume of communications inside the test system, 
which is the bottleneck of conventional approaches.
To reduce test time further, two independently controllable 
RX and TX synthesizers in the R&S®CMW270 enable the 
 simultaneous alignment of the transmit and receive paths.

Transmitter measurements
Burst power in time domain

Crest factor

Modulation characteristics

– EVM measurement

– I/Q constellation

Center frequency error

Spectrum flatness

Adjacent channel power (ACP) 1)

Spectrum emission mask (SEM) 1)

Receiver measurements
Receiver sensitivity (PER, BER)

Receiver maximum input signal

Receiver maximum tolerable  signal

1)   Subject to release.
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All TX measurement results 
are displayed in a table 
for evaluation at a glance 
 (displayed on an external 
monitor)

General purpose RF 
 generator configuration 
menu



Connection of WiMAX mobile station
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High yield in 
 production and 
 simplified test setup

Minimum uncertainty and maximum repeatability 
The low level uncertainty of the R&S®CMW270 provides 
reliable data for maximizing yield in the mass production 
of mobile stations. The high dynamic range of the RF  input 
and RF output levels means that all WiMAX measure-
ments can be performed without any external passive and 
active RF components. The RF generator typically provides 
less than 0.3 dB level uncertainty and a repeatability of 
less than 0.05 dB for WiMAX band 1.

Internal temperature sensors automatically adapt the mea-
surement accuracy to the ambient conditions.
No calibration is necessary when temperatures vary or 
when the instrument is switched on.
Wear-free electronic switches and step attenuators in the 
RF section ensure longer component life.

Wide dynamic range of RF input and RF output
Maximum input power of –84 dBm to +34 dBm  
(+42 dBm peak load): no need for external attenuator 
pads.
Wide power level range of RF output from max. –130 dBm 
to +8 dBm: no need for external RF amplifiers.

RF frontend with integrated switching 
The RF frontend of the R&S®CMW270 has three RF con-
nectors. Two of them are bidirectional, and the third is a 
high-power RF output. You can directly connect a WiMAX 
mobile station with two receive antennas (RX diversity) 
and one transmit antenna. No external RF combiners or 
 relays are required, thus reducing the costs of the test 
 setup and increasing reliability and accuracy.

A WiMAX mobile station 
with two receive paths and 
one transmit path can be 
directly connected to the RF 
inputs and outputs of the 
R&S®CMW270 without  any 
external switches

R&S®CMW270 WiMAX Communication Tester WiMAX
mobile
station

RX/TX up-/down-
converter and

signal 
processing

RX1

RX2

TX1

RF frontend
RF1 OUT

RF1 COM

RF2 COM



Modular device architecture
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Ready for 
future  WiMAX 
 requirements

Its continuous RF frequency range from 70 MHz to 6 GHz 
and its wide IF bandwidth enable the R&S®CMW270 
WiMAX communication tester to keep pace with the 
 evolution of the WiMAX standard. 

Supports a second measurement channel for MIMO
The R&S®CMW270 is already designed to accommo-
date a second measurement channel for testing MIMO 
 applications.

Continuous RF frequency range
The R&S®CMW270 base unit is specified from 70 MHz to 
6 GHz, which easily supports all current and anticipated 
RF profiles of the WiMAX Forum. 

40/70 MHz IF bandwidth
The IEEE 802.16e WiMAX standard defines a variable 
 signal bandwidth. Initial WiMAX products are specified 
only up to 10 MHz. With an IF bandwidth of 40 MHz 
for the analyzer and 70 MHz for the generator, the 
R&S®CMW270 provides a margin that is more than suffi-
cient, e.g. for adjacent channel measurements.

The R&S®CMW270 is 
based on a modular device 
 architecture with distributed 
signal processing

The RF frontend of the 
R&S®CMW270 with three 
RF connectors and an 
 optional second measure-
ment channel

Wideband
RX/TX up-/down-

converter

RF
combiner

WiMAX signaling
and 

measurement unit,
ARB generator

RX

TX

IF

Instrument
controller

(Windows XP)
Remote access

interfaces External monitor

GPIBLAN

DVI

USB

RF 2 COM

RF 1 OUT

RF 1 COM
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Versatile features of 
the R&S®CMW270 
base unit

The R&S®CMW270 is of modular design and can easily 
be expanded with additional hardware and software op-
tions. The state-of-the-art instrument architecture with its 
Windows®XP-based controller makes the instrument easy 
to use.
The R&S®CMW270 does not include an integrated display 
since the instrument is primarily used on production lines, 
where remote control is standard. For standalone opera-
tion, the instrument includes interfaces for a monitor, key-
board, and mouse.

Remote control
The base unit of the R&S®CMW270 is equipped with a 
Gigabit LAN interface and a USB 2.0 interface for remote 
control via an external PC. The R&S®CMW-B612A option 
enables you to operate the instrument via the IEC/IEEE 
bus interface. 
By using the Windows®XP Remote Desktop application, 
you can operate the R&S®CMW270 via remote control in a 
LAN network. You can directly configure, start, and moni-
tor measurements. Plus, you can display result and log 
files and also transfer them to a server.

Manual operation 
By connecting an external monitor (DVI), keyboard, and 
mouse, you can also carry out all device settings and 
measurements manually via the easy-to-operate graphi-
cal user interface. Manual operation reduces the analysis 
time  required in the case of product launches or trouble-
shooting.

Minimum operating costs due to state-of-the-art 
 selftest concept

Extensive selftests at the system and module level  ensure  J

that the communications between internal modules of 
the instrument are not interrupted and that a specific 
hardware module works properly.
Selftests are primarily intended for service purposes and  J

are not needed during normal operation.
Examples: voltage diagnostic test, memory test, address  J

line test, download test, EEPROM test.

You can determine the status of the R&S®CMW270 with-
out having to disassemble the test system. The capabil-
ity to directly determine error locations in the event of 
increased DUT failure rates reduces the downtime of the 
production system.

Precise reference measurements by connecting 
R&S®NRP-Zxx power sensors
Since the instrument enables you to perform highly ac-
curate measurements of RF power at any point in the test 
setup, you can optimize test procedures in production. 
The R&S®NRP-Zxx power sensors are connected directly 
to the R&S®CMW270 SENSOR input, and the power mea-
surements are automatically recorded.

RF generator and RF power meter for general- 
purpose CW test applications
For highly varied measurement tasks, the 
R&S®CMW270 is equipped with a built-in general-pur-
pose RF generator and frequency-selective RF power 
meter.
Cable losses originating from the external test setup can 
be measured without any additional measuring equip-
ment, and data can be stored in correction tables.

An external monitor (DVI), 
keyboard, and mouse en-
able you to manually carry 
out all device settings and 
measurements
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From pre-sale to 
 service. At your 
doorstep.
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RF alignment in non-signaling mode

Application
Production test 
on WiMAX mobile 
 stations

A required step in the production of WiMAX mobile and 
base stations is the alignment of the RF transceiver. This 
includes measuring and interpolating variations in the fre-
quency and level characteristics – in both the transmit and 
receive paths – and storing the data in correction tables. 
In later operation, compliance with RF level accuracy as 
specified in the IEEE 802.16e standard is thus ensured.

Board level test: RF alignment in non-signaling mode
After the WiMAX module has been assembled, the RF 
transceiver is aligned at the printed board level. Owing 
to the wide dynamic range and the high total bandwidth 
of the WiMAX useful bands, the RF alignment requires 
 numerous single measurements with various frequency/
level settings. Each DUT therefore requires a specific align-
ment algorithm. The R&S®Smart Alignment concept — 
based on the list mode of the RF generator and of the RF 
power meter — enables you to reduce the alignment time 
to a mimimum.

Final test: verification of RF parameters and protocol 
functions in signaling mode
During the final test, both the physical layer (PHY) and 
the protocol layer (MAC) of the mobile station are verified 
as in normal operation in a WiMAX network. This test is 
performed by using the realtime signaling function of the 
R&S®CMW270, which emulates a WiMAX base station.

Typical measurements include the following:
Network entry J

Receiver sensitivity (PER) J

MS channel report J

TX burst power and error vector magnitude (EVM) J

Part to be aligned Test method

Receiver
R&S®CMW270: RF generator in ARB mode 
outputs OFDMA signal

DUT: internal RSSI level measurement  
(operated in test mode)

Transmitter R&S®CMW270: TX power measurement

DUT: generates downlink or uplink OFDMA 
frames at different power levels (operated in 
test mode)

WiMAX
mobile station (PB)

RX1

RX2

TX1

 Process controller,
e.g. ¸PSL3

Power supply,
e.g. ¸NGMO2 

Test mode interface (LAN, USB, etc)

Remote control 
(LAN or GPIB)
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Specifications in brief
Frequency
Frequency range R&S®CMW270 70 MHz to 6 GHz

Max. frequency drift R&S®CMW270 base unit ±1 × 10–6 

with R&S®CMW-B690A option (OCXO extension) ±5 × 10–8

with R&S®CMW-B690B option (highly stable 
OCXO extension)

±5 × 10–9

RF generator

RF output level range
continuous wave (CW)
RF1 OUT, WiMAX band 1

–130 dBm to +8 dBm

Output level uncertainty
in temperature range +20 °C to +35 °C
no overranging
output level >–120 dBm

<0.6 dB (calibration interval 1 year) 
<0.8 dB (calibration interval 2 years)

IF bandwidth 70 MHz

RF analyzer

RF input level range, RF1 COM, RF2 COM continuous power (CW) –84 dBm to +34 dBm

Level uncertainty, RF1 COM, RF2 COM in temperature range +20 °C to +35 °C
<0.5 dB (calibration interval 1 year) 
<0.7 dB (calibration interval 2 years)

IF bandwidth 40 MHz

Arbitrary waveform generator (with R&S®CMW-B110A option)
Arbitrary waveform files maximum sample length 256 Msamples

Sample rate maximum 100 MHz

Memory size 1 Gbyte

WiMAX parameters
Digital standard IEEE 802.16e

Physical layer mode OFDMA, TDD

Bandwidth 3.5 MHz, 5 MHz, 7 MHz, 8.75 MHz, 10 MHz,

Frame duration 5 ms

FFT size 512, 1024

Modulation and coding rates
BPSK, QPSK 1/2, QPSK 3/4, 16QAM 1/2,  
16QAM 3/4, 64QAM 1/2, 64QAM 2/3,  
64QAM 3/4

MAC support IEEE 802.16e, mobile station

General data

Dimensions W × H × D
465.1 mm × 197.3 mm × 517.0 mm
18.31 in × 7.77 in × 20.35 in
(19" 1/1, 4 HU, 450)

Weight with typical options
approx. 18 kg
approx. 39.68 lb

Interfaces
LAN  1 × 100 Mbit/s  
         1 × 1000 Mbit/s

with R&S®CMW-B612A option IEEE 488.2

4 × USB 2.0
1 × USB 1.1

for external monitor DVI-D

For data sheet, see PD 5213.8880.22 and www.rohde-schwarz.com 
(search term: CMW270)
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Ordering information
Designation Type Order No.
WiMAX Communication Tester
Frequency range: 70 MHz to 6.0 GHz 

R&S®CMW270 1201.0002K75

Configuration

Hardware options

Arbitrary Waveform Generator R&S®CMW-B110A 1202.5508.02

Signaling Unit Universal R&S®CMW-B200A 1202.6104.02

WiMAX Extension Module for R&S®CMW-B200A Option R&S®CMW-B270A 1202.6504.02

OCXO Module R&S®CMW-B690A 1202.5908.02

OCXO Module (highly stable) R&S®CMW-B690B 1202.6004.02

IEEE Bus Interface Module (single connector) R&S®CMW-B612A 1202.5608.02

Software options

TX Measurement, Mobile WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e) R&S®CMW-KM700 1202.6604.02

Signaling (base station emulation) Mobile WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e) R&S®CMW-KS700 1202.6704.02

Enable R&S®WinIQSIM2 Waveforms, WiMAX (IEEE 802.16) R&S®CMW-KW700 1203.1358.02

R&S®Win/QSIM2 Signal Generation Software R&S®WinIQSIM2™ 1405.7032.08

Recommended extras for manual operation

LCD TFT Monitor, 17", 1280 × 1024, DVI-D and analog interface R&S®PMC3 1082.6004.12

Keyboard with USB Interface (US character set) R&S®PSL-Z2 1157.6870.04

Mouse with USB Interface (optical, with wheel) R&S®PSL-Z10 1157.7060.04

Recommended extras

19" Adapter, 4 HU, 1/1 for BW2000 cabinets R&S®ZZA-411 1096.3283.00

Average Power Sensor for universal use
10 MHz to 18 GHz, 200 pW to 200 mW

R&S®NRP-Z21 1137.6000.02

Power Sensor Module DC to 18 GHz R&S®NRP-Z27 1169.4102.02

Level Control Sensor 10 MHz to 18 GHz for signal generators R&S®NRP-Z28 1170.8008.02

Your local Rohde & Schwarz expert will help you determine 
the optimum solution for your requirements and will be 
glad to provide you with a customized quotation.

To find your nearest Rohde & Schwarz representative, visit
www.sales.rohde-schwarz.com



Overview of R&S®CMW270 options and configurations
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Glossary
Term Explanation
ACP Adjacent channel power

ARB Arbitrary waveform generator functionality

BER Bit error rate

CID Connection identifier

CINR Carrier to interference noise ratio

DCD Downlink channel descriptor

DL map Downlink map

DUT Device under test

DVI Digital video interface

EVM Error vector magnitude

MAC Medium access control

MIMO Multiple input multiple output

OCXO Oven-controlled crystal oscillator

OFDMA Orthogonal frequency division multiple access

Base unit hardware options

¸CMW-B612A  IEEE bus interface
¸CMW-B690A  OCXO module (basic)
¸CMW-B690B  OCXO module (highly stable)
  

Non-signaling options

¸CMW-KM700  TX measurement
¸CMW-B110A  Arbitrary waveform
  generator
¸CMW-KW700 ¸WinIQSIM2™

Signaling options

¸CMW-KS700  WiMAX signaling 
  software
¸CMW-B200A  Signaling unit
¸CMW-B270A WiMAX extension module
¸CMW-KM700 TX measurement with 
  signaling

¸CMW270 base unit

Recommended extras for manual operation

¸PMC3  17" LCD TFT monitor
¸PSL-Z2  Keyboard
¸PSL-Z10  Optical mouse



Certified Environmental System

ISO 14001
DQS REG. NO 1954 UM

Certified Quality System

ISO 9001
DQS REG. NO 1954 QM

Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG
Mühldorfstraße 15 | 81671 München
Phone +49 89 41 290 | Fax +49 89 41 29  121 64

www.rohde-schwarz.com

R&S® is a registered trademark of Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG  
Trade names are trademarks of the owners | Printed in Germany (bb)  
PD 5213.8880.12 | Version 02.01 | April 2008 | R&S®CMW270 
Data without tolerance limits is not binding | Subject to change 
 
*0.14 €/min within German wireline network; rates may vary in other 
 networks (wireline and mobile) and countries.

For data sheet, see  
PD 5213.8880.22  

and www.rohde-schwarz.com  
(search term: CMW270)

Service you can rely on
In 70 countries J  
Person-to-person J
Customized and flexible J
Quality with a warranty J
No hidden terms J

About Rohde & Schwarz
Rohde & Schwarz is an independent group of companies 
specializing in electronics. It is a leading supplier of solu-
tions in the fields of test and measurement, broadcasting, 
radiomonitoring and radiolocation, as well as secure com-
munications. Established 75 years ago, Rohde & Schwarz 
has a global presence and a dedicated service network in 
over 70 countries. Company headquarters are in Munich, 
Germany.

Regional contact
Europe, Africa, Middle East
+49 1805 12 42 42* or +49 89 4129 137 74
customersupport@rohde-schwarz.com
North America
+1-888-TEST-RSA (1-888-837-8772)
customer.support@rsa.rohde-schwarz.com
Latin America
+1-410-910-7988
customersupport.la@rohde-schwarz.com
Asia/Pacific
+65 65 13 04 88
customersupport.asia@rohde-schwarz.com


